Re: Memorandum of Support for Intros 1207-2023 and 1193-2023

We, the undersigned organizations, urge the Council to pass Intro 1207-2023 and Intro 1193-2023. These two bills would add much-needed provisions to the Public Oversight of Surveillance Technology (POST) Act, taking a vital step towards accountability for NYPD surveillance abuses.

The Public Oversight of Surveillance Technology (POST) Act, enacted in 2020, was the first New York City surveillance law since 9/11, and it required the NYPD to detail every technology it uses and how NYPD data is shared.\(^1\) The law came in response to widespread outrage over the ineffectiveness, invasiveness, and cost of NYPD’s growing surveillance arsenal. Prior to the POST Act, the NYPD attempted to hide its use of invasive tools including IMSI catchers (“StingRays”), which mimic cellphone towers,\(^2\) social media monitoring, Wi-Fi-based location tracking, the Domain Awareness System, and much more.\(^3\)

The POST Act was an essential first step in gaining some level of transparency over the state of surveillance in New York City, but the NYPD has blatantly disregarded the requirements it imposes, necessitating the passage of the additional provisions proposed in Intros 1207 and 1193. The Department’s draft “impact and use” policies, published for public comment in January 2021, consisted largely of boilerplate language not specific to each individual technology. During this public comment period, it became clear that the public demanded, and needed, much more information. However, when NYPD published its revised policies in April 2021, the same boilerplate language remained, and both the needs of the public and the requirements of the law were ignored.

The problems with NYPD’s reporting were confirmed when the “impact and use” policies were audited by the Department of Investigation’s Office of the Inspector General for NYPD (“OIG”).\(^4\) In its audit, OIG could not even verify whether NYPD’s reporting was accurate, because it was so woefully incomplete that OIG did not have sufficient information to review.\(^5\) As a result, OIG recommended a series of changes to the POST Act that would clarify and strengthen NYPD’s reporting requirements.\(^6\) Intros 1207-2023 and 1193-2023 implement many of the most important of these recommendations.

---

5. Id. at 3.
6. Id. at 6-7.
The need for oversight of NYPD surveillance continues to be paramount given the Department’s sustained discrimination against BIPOC communities, Muslim New Yorkers, and LGBTQ+ New Yorkers. Surveillance technology amplifies historical policing biases, targeting especially low-income communities of color. And too often, these surveillance systems create a risk of information sharing with federal agencies, including Immigrations and Customs Enforcement (“ICE”). Because of NYPD lack of transparency, we do not know what data ICE can access through fusion centers and other data sharing agreements. We do not know what private contractors get access to our info. And, disturbingly, we do not know how much disparate harm to vulnerable communities the NYPD deems acceptable in its surveillance tools.

The amendments proposed in these bills would take crucial steps towards giving the public answers to these urgent questions. And these proposals are in no way radical: they were explicitly recommended by OIG in its audit. OIG made fifteen specific and straightforward recommendations, all of which remained unimplemented as of June 2023. NYPD rejected fourteen outright and only even considered implementing one—potentially issuing press releases when it publishes new impact and use policies. NYPD’s blatant disregard for its obligations under the law makes it clear that the Council must take additional steps to rein in the Department. Cities like Berkeley, Seattle, and Cambridge have all passed similar Community Control of Police Surveillance (CCOPS) laws, but their laws enact more stringent requirements of their police departments, such as by mandating that they provide names of specific vendors and models of technology and that they list the vendors and third-party entities with access to surveillance data. Passing Intros 1207 and 1193 would bring New York closer in line with these other cities around the country.

Intro 1207 would implement four of OIG’s recommendations by clarifying language in the original POST Act. Specifically, the bill requires: (1) that NYPD publish Impact and Use policies for each individual surveillance technology used by the Department; (2) that such Impact and Use policies fully identify each external entity by name that receives data gathered from such technology; (3) that such Impact and Use policies report on the safeguards in place to prevent dissemination of surveillance data; and (4) that such Impact and Use policies adequately disclose evaluation of potential disparate impacts on protected groups arising from the NYPD’s use of such technologies.

---

Intro 1193 would add important new provisions to the POST Act and implement another five of the recommendations in the OIG report. It would require that NYPD, upon request, provide the Department of Investigation (DOI) with an itemized list of all surveillance technologies currently in use, and provide information on all data access and retention policies for data collected by such technologies. Importantly, the legislation would also require that NYPD provide DOI with quarterly updates on all newly acquired or discontinued surveillance technologies and updates to any data access and retention policies established in recently executed contracts for surveillance technologies.

Intro 1207 and 1193 would go a long way towards promoting transparency of NYPD’s use of surveillance technology. However, two important OIG recommendations were omitted. We call upon the City Council to amend Intro 1207-2023 to include these two recommendations: (1) that the NYPD revise the Health & Safety Reporting sections of all published Impact and Use policies, to include any safety hazards that are identifiable on the basis of existing research, manufacturer warnings, or evaluations by experts in the field, or to state that no such hazards have been identified after a search for relevant information; and (2) that the NYPD create an internal tracking system for every instance in which the Department provides an external agency with data collected via surveillance technologies that the Department controls, including the name of the agency, the date the data was provided, and a detailed description of the information that the provided data contained.

These requirements are minimal transparency measures that should not be controversial. They were initially recommended by the Department of Investigation. They are also critically important given that NYPD surveillance practices are currently hidden behind a dangerous veil of secrecy. New Yorkers deserve to know what the NYPD is really doing. We urge that the City Council swiftly pass these bills, with the above proposed amendments.
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